Fast semantic diffusion for large-scale context-based image and video annotation.
Exploring context information for visual recognition has recently received significant research attention. This paper proposes a novel and highly efficient approach, which is named semantic diffusion, to utilize semantic context for large-scale image and video annotation. Starting from the initial annotation of a large number of semantic concepts (categories), obtained by either machine learning or manual tagging, the proposed approach refines the results using a graph diffusion technique, which recovers the consistency and smoothness of the annotations over a semantic graph. Different from the existing graph-based learning methods that model relations among data samples, the semantic graph captures context by treating the concepts as nodes and the concept affinities as the weights of edges. In particular, our approach is capable of simultaneously improving annotation accuracy and adapting the concept affinities to new test data. The adaptation provides a means to handle domain change between training and test data, which often occurs in practice. Extensive experiments are conducted to improve concept annotation results using Flickr images and TV program videos. Results show consistent and significant performance gain (10 +% on both image and video data sets). Source codes of the proposed algorithms are available online.